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a b s t r a c t
A new meltpond parameterization has been developed for the CICE sea ice model, taking advantage of the
level ice tracer available in the model. The ponds evolve according to physically based process descriptions, assuming a depth-area ratio for changes in pond volume. A novel aspect of the new scheme is that
the ponds are carried as tracers on the level ice area of each thickness category, thus limiting their spatial
extent based on the simulated sea ice topography. This limiting is meant to approximate the horizontal
drainage of melt water into depressions in ice ﬂoes. Simulated melt pond processes include collection of
liquid melt water and rain into ponds, drainage through permeable sea ice or over the edges of ﬂoes, inﬁltration of snow by pond water, and refreezing of ponds. Furthermore, snow that falls on top of ponds
whose top surface has refrozen blocks radiation from penetrating into the ponds and sea ice below.
Along with a control simulation, we present a range of sensitivity tests to parameters related to each
subprocess described by the parameterization. With the exception of one parameter that alters the
albedo of snow-covered pond ice, results are not highly sensitive to these parameters unless an entire
process is removed. The snow simulation itself is critical, because the volume of snow deposition and rate
of snow melt largely determine the timing and extent of the simulated melt ponds. Nevertheless, compensating effects moderate the model’s sensitivity to precipitation changes. For instance, inﬁltration of
the snow by melt water postpones the appearance of ponds and the subsequent acceleration of melting
through albedo feedback, while snow on top of refrozen pond ice also reduces the ponds’ effect on the
radiation budget.
By construction, the model simulation of level and ridged ice is also important for this parameterization. We ﬁnd that as sea ice thins, either through time or when comparing sensitivity tests, the area of
level ice increases. This leads to an enhanced thinning feedback in the model, because a greater ice area
may be exposed to ponding and further thinning due to lowered albedo.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Surface characteristics determine the surface energy balance of
sea ice. Sea ice volume is highly sensitive to the thermodynamic
ﬂuxes that determine this balance, of which short- and longwave
radiation are critical components in summer. Summer melt ponds,
pools of melted snow and ice that collect in depressions on the ice
surface, can lower the surface albedo considerably from the relatively high values associated with snow cover and bare ice (Perovich et al., 2002a; Grenfell and Perovich, 2004). The surface
albedo continues to decrease as more melt water collects on the
ice, increasing solar absorption and further melting the ice and
snow, an important albedo feedback process (Curry et al., 1995;
Perovich et al., 2003). The formation, evolution and disappearance
⇑ Corresponding author. Address: MS-B216, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los
Alamos, NM 87545, USA. Tel.: +1 505 665 9852; fax: +1 505 665 5926.
E-mail address: eclare@lanl.gov (E.C. Hunke).
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of melt ponds are governed by complex processes, including interactions with the existing snow layer, drainage rates through permeable sea ice, episodic refreezing and considerations of ice
topography (Eicken et al., 2004; Polashenski et al., 2012), making
detailed melt pond modeling a daunting task.
In this section we provide overviews of prior meltpond modeling work and our new parameterization. Detailed descriptions of
the physical processes modeled in our scheme appear in Section 2,
with the model conﬁguration given in Section 3. Control run and
sensitivity simulations are compared with available observational
data in Section 4, considering the effects of parameters intrinsic
to the scheme along with entire subprocesses and prescribed precipitation amount. Changes in average Arctic sea ice characteristics
from the decade 1988–1997 to 1998–2007 are also explored in
Section 4, with special attention to melt ponds. Several conclusions
can be drawn from this interdecadal comparison, beyond the expected increase in ponding and sea ice thinning; these are discussed in Section 5. In particular, a feedback between the
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fraction of level ice available and its propensity toward ponding
and lower ice albedo may accelerate sea ice volume reduction.
1.1. Prior work
In the current release of the Los Alamos sea ice model (CICE version 4.1), there are two meltpond parameterizations available. In
the original scheme, ponds are implicit, that is, their radiative effects are modeled through the albedo parameterization without
explicitly accounting for meltpond physical processes such as the
collection of melt water into pools. The albedo depends on the
temperature and thickness of ice and snow and on the spectral distribution of the incoming solar radiation (Hunke, 2010). Parameters are chosen such that the average sea ice albedo behaves
similarly to that observed when melt ponds would be present as
well as throughout the rest of the year.
A newer, explicit meltpond parameterization is designed to be
used in conjunction with the multiple-scattering radiation scheme
available in CICE (Holland et al., 2012), and is employed for the
most recent cycle of climate model projections in the Community
Earth System Model (CESM, also known as the Community Climate
System Model, CCSM4, Gent et al., 2011). Meltpond volume is carried on each ice thickness category as an area tracer and grows
through addition of melt water from snow and ice or rain water,
and shrinks when the ice surface temperature becomes cold. These
processes are described empirically. Pond depth is assumed to be a
linear function of the pond fraction and is limited by the category
ice thickness.
Other meltpond parameterizations have been developed. Taylor
and Feltham (2004) developed a one-dimensional sea ice model
based on mushy-layer theory that includes ponds as a liquid phase
along with a two-stream radiation scheme. Lüthje et al. (2006)
modeled melt pond evolution using a cellular automaton that responds to horizontal ﬂuxes in addition to vertical seepage of melt
water through the ice, and thus can account for variations in topographical surface features. A very different kind of model was presented by Skyllingstad et al. (2009), in which melt water ﬂows
freely through porous, level ice. The pond depth corresponds to local sea level, and sea ice topography is imposed based on direct
observations or photographs. Scott and Feltham (2010) combined
the approaches of Taylor and Feltham (2004) and Lüthje et al.
(2006) to produce three dimensional simulations of melt pond evolution that included improved physical features such as snow
topography and hydraulic meltwater transport rates both laterally
and vertically.
Departing from the cellular automaton approach, Flocco and
Feltham (2007) and Flocco et al. (2012) applied mathematical
descriptions of physical melt pond processes to the CICE model,
utilizing its ice thickness distribution to approximate the effects
of topography on melt pond evolution. In their approach, melt
water pools on the thinnest ice categories ﬁrst, saturating remaining snow, with an imposed maximum fractional coverage that depends linearly on ice thickness as in Lüthje et al. (2006). Ponds
drain vertically through sea ice when it is permeable, and refreeze
when the surface energy balance is negative. In Flocco and Feltham
(2007), the pond volume was carried as an ice area tracer, but in
Flocco et al. (2012), pond area and thickness are carried as separate
tracers, as in the meltpond parameterization described herein.
1.2. Overview of the level-ice meltpond scheme
We present a new meltpond parameterization that takes advantage of the level ice tracer available in the CICE model. The parameterization represents a combination of ideas from the CESM melt
pond scheme (Holland et al., 2012), also available in CICE, and that
of Flocco et al. (2010, 2012). In particular, we kept the underlying

assumption of pond shape from the CESM scheme, but only for
changes in pond volume – not for the ponds themselves. In CESM,
pond depth is given by hp ¼ dp ap , where dp ¼ 0:8 and ap is the fraction of ice covered by ponds. We use a similar formulation for
changes in pond volume, Dhp ¼ dp Dap . We replace the empirical
formulas that CESM uses with their physically based counterparts,
similarly to Flocco et al. (2010, 2012).
The novel aspect of our melt pond scheme is that the ponds are
carried as tracers only on the simulated level ice area. This is a similar concept to that of Flocco et al. (2010, 2012), but more reﬁned in
scale. In their case, melt water is moved from thicker ice categories
and collected on the thinnest categories. In our case, the water is
moved from the deformed ice area within each category, onto
the undeformed (level) ice in the same category. The shape of
the pond develops over time based on the assumed aspect ratio
dp of changes in pond volume along with horizontal transport
and other sea ice physical processes. Thus the pond area may cover
only a small portion of the level ice area.
Melt pond processes, described in more detail below, include
addition of liquid water from rain, melting snow and melting surface ice, drainage of pond water over the sides of ﬂoes or when the
ice interior becomes permeable, and refreezing of the pond water.
If snow falls after a layer of ice has formed on the ponds, the snow
may block sunlight from reaching the ponds below. These processes have been included in prior models (e.g., Flocco et al.,
2010, 2012). The following snow and radiative processes have
not been included in pond parameterizations before, or are modeled here in a different manner from prior work.
When meltwater forms with snow still on the ice, the water is
assumed to inﬁltrate the snow. If there is enough water to ﬁll
the air spaces within the snowpack, then the pond becomes visible
above the snow, thus decreasing the albedo and ultimately causing
the snow to melt faster. The albedo also decreases as snow depth
decreases, and thus a thin layer of snow remaining above a
pond-saturated layer of snow will have a lower albedo than if
the melt water were not present.
Radiatively, the surface of an ice category is divided into fractions of snow, pond and bare ice. The presence of a refrozen ice
lid on top of a pond does not affect the radiation reaching the pond
below unless there is snow on top of the pond ice, in which case
the surface type of the pond fraction is considered to be snow
rather than liquid water. If the pond ice is melting, the shortwave
ﬂux used to melt it is blocked from entering the pond below. These
processes do not alter the actual pond volume; instead they are
used to deﬁne an ‘‘effective pond fraction’’ (and likewise, effective
pond depth, snow fraction and snow depth) used only for the
shortwave radiation calculation.
1.3. Tracers
The basic conservation equations for ice area fraction ai , level
ice fraction alv l ai , pond area fraction apnd alv l ai , pond volume
hpnd apnd alv l ai and pond ice volume hipnd apnd alv l ai , given the ice velocity u, are



D aþi þ ai
@
ðai Þ þ r  ðai uÞ ¼
þ W;
@t
Dt


D aþi þ alv l ai
@
ðalv l ai Þ þ r  ðalv l ai uÞ ¼
þ Wlv l ;
@t
Dt
@
1
ðapnd alv l ai Þ þ r  ðapnd alv l ai uÞ ¼
@t
dp

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DV
;
Dt

@
DV
ðhpnd apnd alv l ai Þ þ r  ðhpnd apnd alv l ai uÞ ¼
;
@t
Dt

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

ð4Þ
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@
q DV ipnd
ðhipnd apnd alv l ai Þ þ r  ðhipnd apnd alv l ai uÞ ¼  0
:
@t
q i Dt

ð5Þ

The forcing terms on the right hand sides of these equations
represent sources and sinks and are written here in discrete form
for convenient comparison with their descriptions in Section 2. In

Eq. (1), Daþ
i and Dai represent new ice growth and lateral melting,
respectively, and W represents ice deformation processes (ridging,
rafting). The same processes are included in Eq. (2), although in different proportions. For instance, all new ice growth is level ice, but
lateral melting affects both level and deformed ice in Eq. (1) and
only level ice in Eq. (2); only the area of level ice destroyed by
deformation is included in Wlv l . DV ¼ DV melt þ DV perm þ DV iso þ
DV ipnd includes accumulation of rain, snow and ice melt (DV melt )
along with pond drainage associated with permeability (DV perm )
and isostatic adjustment (DV iso ), and phase changes associated
with pond ice (DV ipnd ). Refrozen pond ice volume (Eq. (5)) is
governed by new growth and melting at the top of ponds, DV ipnd ,
adjusted for density differences using q0 and qi , the densities of
fresh water and ice, respectively.
These pond sources and sinks are described in more detail in
Section 2; for a complete description of other sea ice processes
parameterized in CICE, see Hunke and Lipscomb (2010). The advection terms in Eqs. (1)–(5) are solved using an incremental remapping
algorithm
(Lipscomb
and
Hunke,
2004),
with
thermodynamic forcing terms obtained using the Bitz and Lipscomb (1999) thermodynamic model. The thickness distribution
(Thorndike et al., 1975) employs 5 ice thickness categories, and
mechanical deformation is based on the energetics-based approach
of Rothrock (1975). Sea ice velocity and deformation rates are obtained using the elastic–viscous–plastic dynamics formulation
(Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997, 2002; Hunke, 2001).
Eqs. (4) and (5) express conservation of melt pond volume and
pond ice volume, but in this form highlight that the quantities
tracked in the code are the tracers hpnd and hipnd , pond depth and
pond ice thickness. Likewise, the level ice fraction alv l is a tracer
on ice area fraction (Eq. (2)), and pond fraction apnd is a tracer on
level ice (Eq. (3)).
For a generic quantity q that represents a mean value over the
ice fraction, qai is the average value over the grid cell. Thus hpnd
can be considered the actual pond depth, hpnd apnd is the mean pond
depth over the level ice, hpnd apnd alv l is the mean pond depth over
the sea ice, and hpnd apnd alv l ai is the mean pond depth over the grid
cell. Here, for brevity, we denote ap ¼ apnd alv l , the ponded fraction
of the sea ice. Throughout this paper, equations represent quantities within one thickness category; all melt pond calculations are
performed separately for each category.
2. Meltpond processes

The parameter rmin is the minimum volume fraction of melt water
that remains on the ice for small ice area fraction (as ai ! 0).
2.2. Pond ice
The ponds are assumed to consist of well-mixed, fresh water,
and therefore their temperature is 0 °C. If the air temperature is
cold enough, a layer of clear ice may form on top of the ponds. In
CICE, we track the thickness of the ice lid using the tracer hipnd
and include the radiative effect of snow on top of the lid.
We use a Stefan approximation for growth of fresh ice, invoked
only when DV melt ¼ 0. The basic thermodynamic equation governing ice growth is

qi L

@hi
@T i
DT
¼ ki
 ki
hi
@t
@z

ð7Þ

assuming a linear temperature proﬁle (slope DT) through the ice
thickness hi . The ice conductivity ki is a function of salinity following Pringle et al. (2007). Deﬁning a parameter b,

b¼

2ki DT
;
qi L

Eq. (7) becomes

@hi 1
¼
2
@t

rﬃﬃﬃ
b
b
¼
:
t 2hi

with hi ðtÞ ¼

Dh i ¼

ð8Þ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
bt . In discrete form we have

( pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
bDt=2 if hi ¼ 0;
bDt=2hi

if hi > 0:

ð9Þ

When DV melt > 0, any existing pond ice may also melt. In this
case,

Dhi ¼  min



maxðF  ; 0ÞDt
; hi ;
qi L

ð10Þ

where F  is the net downward surface ﬂux.
In either case, the change in pond volume associated with
growth or melt of pond ice is

DV ipnd ¼ Dhi apnd alv l ai qi =q0 ;
where q0 is the density of fresh water.
2.3. Drainage
A portion 1  r of the available melt water drains immediately
into the ocean. Once the volume changes described above have
been applied and the resulting pond area and depth calculated,
the pond depth may be further reduced if the top surface of the
ice would be below sea level or if the sea ice becomes permeable.

2.1. Melt water
Liquid water may be produced on a given category by melting
snow and the surface of the ice, and may be supplemented with
the addition of liquid precipitation. Some of this volume may run
off into the ocean, and the remainder, DV melt , is added to the melt
pond liquid volume:

DV melt ¼ r ðqi jDhi j þ qs jDhs j þ F rain DtÞai ;

qi hi þ qs hs þ q0 hp ¼ qw d 6 qw hi ;

where

r ¼ rmin þ ð1  r min Þai

2.3.1. Negative freeboard
We require that the sea ice surface remain at or above sea level.
If the weight of the pond water would push the mean ice–snow
interface of a thickness category below sea level, some or all of
the pond water is removed to bring the interface back to sea level.
That is, we utilize Archimedes’ Principle written in terms of the
draft d,

to determine an isostatic volume adjustment when d > hi ,

ð6Þ

is the fraction of the total melt water available that is added to the
ponds, qi and qs are ice and snow densities, jDhi j and jDhs j are the
thicknesses of ice and snow that melted, and F rain is the rainfall rate.

DV iso ¼ ðhi  dÞapnd alv l ai 6 0:
There is a separate freeboard calculation which considers only
the ice and snow, and converts ﬂooded snow to sea ice. Because
the current melt ponds are ‘‘virtual’’ in the sense that they only
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have a radiative inﬂuence, we do not allow the pond mass to
change the sea ice and snow masses at this time, although this issue may need to be reconsidered in the future, especially for the
Antarctic.
2.3.2. Permeability
Sea ice permeability is calculated using the internal ice temperatures T i (computed from the enthalpies as in the sea ice thermodynamics). The brine salinity and liquid fraction are given by (Notz,
2005, Eq. (3.6)) Sbr ¼ ð103  0:054=T i Þ1 and / ¼ S=Sbr , where S is
the bulk salinity of the combined ice and brine. The ice is considered permeable if / P 0:05, with a permeability of p ¼
3  108 minð/Þ, the minimum being taken over all of the ice
layers.
A pressure head is computed as P ¼ g qw Dh where Dh is the
height of the pond and sea ice above sea level. Then the volume
drained from the pond is given by



DV perm ¼ ai dp min hpnd ;



pPDt
;
lhi

where dp is a scaling factor, and
dynamic viscosity.

l ¼ 1:79  103 kg m1 s1 is the

2.4. Ridging and new ice formation
There are two more cases in which the tracers need to be modiﬁed for physical reasons, namely when ice ridges and when new
ice forms in open water. Both cases affect the level ice area, and
ponds must be handled appropriately. For example, when sea ice
deforms, some of the level ice is transformed into ridged ice. We
assume that pond water (and pond ice) on the portion of level
ice that ridges is lost to the ocean.
When new ice forms in open water, level ice is added to the
existing sea ice, but the new level ice does not yet have ponds on
top of it. Therefore the fractional coverage of ponds on level ice decreases (thicknesses are unchanged). This is accomplished by
maintaining the same mean pond area in a grid cell after the addition of new ice,

a0pnd ðalv l

þ Dai Þðai þ Dai Þ ¼ apnd alv l ai ;

and solving for the new pond area tracer a0pnd given the newly
formed ice area Dai .
2.5. The shape of volume changes
In this melt pond scheme, the actual pond area and depth are
maintained separately throughout the simulation according to
the physical processes acting on it. This is different from the CESM
melt pond scheme, in which the pond volume is maintained; in
that case the area and depth are computed according to the assumed pond shape. Here, pond volume changes are distributed
as changes to the area and to the depth of the ponds using an assumed aspect ratio, or shape, given by the parameter dp , where
2
dp ¼ Dhp =Dap
and
DV ¼ Dhp Dap ¼ dp Da2p ¼ Dhp =dp .
Here,
ap ¼ apnd alv l , the mean pond area over the ice, following CESM.
The value dp ¼ 0:8 used in CESM and here was derived by ﬁtting
a line to observed SHEBA data (Holland et al., 2012).
Finally, if a quantity such as ai or alv l becomes zero in a grid
cell’s thickness category, then all tracers that depend on it also become zero.

and depth are computed for use during the radiation calculation.
For instance, when there is snow on top of the sea ice, melt water
may inﬁltrate the snow. The snow inﬁltration parameterization
does not directly affect the thermodynamics of the model in the
sense that it does not make the snow melt and does not affect
the snow heat content. It is a ‘‘virtual process’’ that affects the
model’s thermodynamic calculation through the input parameters
of the radiation scheme.
Consider the amount of retained melt water V p compared to the
Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) given by SWE ¼ V s qs =q0 , where
qs ; q0 and V s are the densities of snow and fresh water and the volume (per unit area) of snow, respectively. The volume fraction of
retained melt water to total liquid content is

rp ¼

Vp
:
V p þ SWE

A snow pack is considered saturated when its percentage of liquid
water content is greater or equal to 15% (Jordan et al., 2008; Sturm
and Massom, 2010), and we assume that if rp < 0:15 then effectively
eff
there are no meltponds present, that is, aeff
¼ hpnd ¼ 0. Otherwise,
pnd
we assume that the snowpack is saturated with liquid water.
Liquid water percolates down very quickly into the snow. Here
we assume that all of the liquid water accumulates at the base of
the snow pack and would eventually melt the surrounding snow.
Two conﬁgurations are therefore possible, (1) the top of the liquid
ponds lies below the snow surface and (2) the liquid water volume
overtops the snow, and all of the snow is assumed to have melted
into the pond. The volume of void space within the snow that can
be ﬁlled with liquid melt water is

V mx ¼ hmx ap ¼





q0  qs
hs ap ;
q0

and we compare V p with V mx .
Case 1: for V p < V mx , we deﬁne V eff
p to be the volume of void
space ﬁlled by the volume V p of melt water:

q0 V p ¼ ðq0  qs ÞV eff
p
or in terms of depths,
eff

hp ¼



q0

q0  qs


hpnd :

The liquid water under the snow layer is not visible and therefore the ponds themselves have no direct impact on the radiation
eff
(aeff
¼ hpnd ¼ 0), but the effective snow thickness used for the radipnd
ation scheme is reduced to
eff

eff

hs ¼ hs  hp ap ¼ hs 

q0
h a :
q0  qs pnd p

Here, the factor ap ¼ apnd alv l averages the reduced snow depth over
the ponds with the full snow depth over the remainder of the ice;
eff
eff
that is, hs ¼ hs ð1  ap Þ þ ðhs  hp Þap .
Case 2: similarly, for V p P V mx , the total mass in the liquid is

q0 V p þ qs V s ¼ q0 V eff
p
or
eff

hp ¼

q0 hpnd þ qs hs
:
q0

Thus the effective depth of the pond is the depth of the whole slush
eff
layer hp . In this case, aeff
¼ apnd alv l .
pnd

2.6. Snow inﬁltration by pond water

2.7. Snow atop pond ice

Snow on the sea ice and pond ice may shield the pond and ice
below from solar radiation, and therefore ‘‘effective’’ pond area

Freshwater ice that has formed on top of a melt pond is assumed to be perfectly clear. Snow may accumulate on top of the
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pond ice, however, shading the pond and ice below. The depth of
0
the snow on the pond ice is initialized as hps ¼ F snow Dt at the ﬁrst
snowfall after the pond ice forms. From that time until either the
pond ice or the pond snow disappears, the pond snow depth tracks
the depth of snow on sea ice (hs ) using a constant difference D such
that hs  hps ¼ D. Thus for example, as new snow falls both hs and
hps increase at the same rate. As hs melts, hps ¼ hs  D will be reduced to zero eventually, at which time the pond ice is fully uncovered and shortwave radiation passes through unhindered.
To prevent a sudden change in the shortwave reaching the sea
ice (which can prevent the thermodynamics solver from converging), thin layers of snow on pond ice are assumed to be patchy,
thus allowing the shortwave ﬂux to increase gradually as the layer
thins. This is done using the same parameterization for patchy
snow as is used elsewhere in CICE, but with its own parameter hs1 :




hps
aeff
¼
1

min
;
1
apnd alv l :
pnd
hs1
If any of the pond ice melts, the radiative ﬂux allowed to pass
through the ice should be reduced by the ﬂux required to melt that
ice.
This
is
accomplished
approximately
with
aeff
pnd ¼ ð1  ffrac Þapnd alv l , where (see Eq. (10))



q LDhi
ffrac ¼ min  i
;1 :
F  Dt

2.8. Differences with Flocco et al.
Although we have not yet attempted to compare our results
with those of Flocco et al. (2010, 2012), whose parameterization
also is implemented in CICE, the two schemes share a number of
common elements with subtle differences that we want to distinguish in this description. The primary difference between the melt
pond parameterization described above and that of Flocco et al.
(2010, 2012) rests in the handling of melt water with respect to
the ice thickness distribution. In particular, melt water accumulates in their scheme on the thinnest ice categories ﬁrst, gradually
covering thicker categories until the total melt water volume is distributed. In Flocco et al. (2010), 20% of the total melt water volume
initially ran off the ice, but in Flocco et al. (2012) a formula similar
to Eq. (6) is used, r ¼ 0:15 þ 0:7ai . Each category may be covered
up to the fraction 0:832  0:24hi in their scheme, so that thicker
ice categories carry a smaller ponded fraction than thinner categories. Likewise, thicker ice tends to be more highly deformed, thus
limiting the pond area in our scheme.
As in the present parameterization, Flocco et al.’s melt water
inﬁltrates the air spaces within the snow volume, but snow does
not shadow their pond unless a refrozen ice lid thicker than
0.01 m is present on the pond. In that case, they ignore the pond’s
presence and assume the full snow depth covers the ice, unlike our
parameterization in which only snow that has fallen since the ice
lid formed lies on top of it. Both schemes apply a Stefan condition
for the growth of pond ice, but with slightly different freezing temperatures (0.15 °C in theirs, 0 °C in ours) and different numerical
approximations. Regarding pond drainage, negative freeboard is
not a consideration in their scheme because the ice thickness distribution within each grid cell is treated as a single, rigid ice ﬂoe
whose thinnest categories may be below sea level. Our permeability formulae are the same with the exception of brine salinity (they
use a combination of formulae from Notz (2005, Eq. (3.2)) and Assur (1958)), and they do not include the scaling factor dp .

3. Model conﬁguration
For the simulations described below, we conﬁgure the Los Alamos sea ice model, CICE, as in Hunke (2010), except for the parameterizations used for meltponds and shortwave absorption in the
snow and ice column. In Hunke (2010), the albedo is parameterized in terms of the ice thickness, surface temperature and presence of snow in such a way that the radiative effects of melt
ponds are incorporated implicitly. Here, we use the delta-Eddington radiation parameterization (Briegleb and Light, 2007; Holland
et al., 2012) that requires an explicit melt pond parameterization,
taking their depth and area fraction into account when computing
radiative transfer through the ice. As in Hunke (2010), our simulations are forced with a combination of climatological ocean model
output (12 months of surface salinity and slope, currents, and deep
heat ﬂux convergence), taken from the CCSM3 1990 control run
b30.009 (Collins et al., 2006) and averaged over 20 years into an
annual climatology of monthly values; radiation ﬁelds as speciﬁed
by the Arctic Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (Hunke and
Holland, 2007); and a modiﬁed version of the Common Ocean Reference Experiments (CORE, Grifﬁes et al., 2009) atmospheric forcing ﬁelds for wind components, 10-m air temperature, humidity
(all 6-hourly) and monthly climatological precipitation. One of
our sensitivity runs uses CORE 6-hourly, interannually varying precipitation instead of the climatological ﬁeld.
Two simulations were run to test sensitivity to initial conditions, a 50-year model simulation (1958–2007) identical to the
‘ocnheat’ run in Hunke (2010) except for the ponds and delta-Eddington radiation scheme, and a second run using the same model
conﬁguration as in the 50-year run, but starting from the 1 January
1980 sea ice state produced by the ‘ocnheat’ simulation in Hunke
(2010) and run for 28 years, through 2007. After the ﬁrst few years,
the 1980–2007 simulation is not signiﬁcantly different from the
50-year run, and therefore all of the simulations presented in this
paper are initialized with the 1 January 1980 sea ice state from the
new 50-year simulation; we analyze the two decades 1988–1997
and 1998–2007.

Table 1
Parameter values deﬁning the control and sensitivity simulations.
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Fig. 1. Time series of Arctic ice area and mean thickness from CNTL. The gray lines indicate ±5% and ±15% ice concentration error estimates for the SSM/I data, in winter and
summer respectively (Cavalieri et al., 1996, updated 2008).

Fig. 2. July 1998–2007 mean ice area fraction, thickness, snow depth and pond depth from the CNTL simulation.
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Table 1 provides an overview of the control run and sensitivity
simulations, described in detail in the next section.
4. Simulation results
4.1. Control simulation
The control simulation ‘‘CNTL’’ uses a standard, but not necessarily optimal, set of parameters for the melt pond parameterization, as shown in Table 1. In particular, following CESM (Holland
et al., 2012), we set the aspect ratio of pond depth to area
dp ¼ 0:8 for pond volume changes, and the minimum volume fraction of retained melt water to rmin ¼ 0:15. Likewise, we set the
snow-on-pond-ice ‘‘patchiness’’ parameter hs1 ¼ 0:03 in analogy
with the CESM snow-on-sea-ice parameter hs0 . The scaling factor
dp for ice draining through permeable ice is given an order of

magnitude that corresponds to a 1-day e-folding time scale for
pond drainage through 1-m thick ice. For the snow inﬁltration
description, melt ponds do not appear until the snow pack is saturated, with r p P r sat ¼ 0:15.
In the Arctic, both ice area and mean thickness show a decreasing trend since about 1988 that is most apparent in the summer
minima, shown in Fig. 1. Total area in winter and summer are generally slightly larger than the SSM/I ice concentrations derived
from brightness temperature, but within the range of uncertainty
(Cavalieri et al., 1996, updated 2008). We ﬁlled the region of missing data surrounding the North Pole with 100% ice concentration.
Mean area fraction, thickness, snow depth and pond depth for
July 1998–2007 are presented in Fig. 2. Spatial patterns of ice area
and thickness are similar to the ’ocnheat’ run from Hunke (2010).
Replacing the default shortwave scheme used in the ‘ocnheat’ simulation (in which meltponds are accounted for implicitly) with the

Fig. 3. Ponded fraction of ice area, in 2006, from the CNTL simulation.
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Fig. 4. Ponded fraction of grid cell area averaged over all ocean cells north of 60N,
from the CNTL simulation. The light lines show values for each year, 1998–2007.
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Fig. 6. Ponded fraction of ice area, at the grid cell nearest Barrow AK, plotted versus
(a) date and (b) days since pond formation, from the CNTL simulation. For (b), ‘‘pond
formation’’ occurs when the pond fraction ﬁrst exceeds 0.1. The bold line is model
output for 1998; the thinner lines are 1999–2007.
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Fig. 5. CNTL (a) pond area and (b) effective pond area, given as a fraction of the ice
area, for comparison with SHEBA data (red). The bold black line is model output for
1998; the thinner lines are 1999–2007. The blue line in (b) is the 1998 snow depth
(right axis).

delta-Eddington radiation parameterization and the level-ice melt
pond scheme thins the ice by approximately 0.11 m in the Arctic,
on average through the year. We have not attempted to tune other

parameters to adjust the sea ice thickness produced in these simulations, as were discussed in Hunke (2010). Snow does not melt
completely in the control simulation and thus hides a portion of
the total melt pond water throughout the melt season. The deepest
ponds form on the thickest ice, near Greenland and the Canadian
Arctic. A larger fraction of this thicker sea ice is ridged, less level
ice is available for ponding, and therefore melt water forms deeper
pools (level ice characteristics are discussed further in Section 4.2).
Melt ponds on rough, multiyear ice are observed to have lower
areal coverage than on smoother ice types, due to deformation features and deepened melt pools on the rougher ice (Eicken et al.,
2004; Polashenski et al., 2012).
Fig. 3 shows a weekly time series of 1-day average melt pond
fraction of ice area for the whole Arctic, following Rösel et al.
(2012). Ponds begin to appear at lower latitudes and spread northward. The largest fractional coverage remains near the periphery of
the pack until after the maximum in late June. At that point, ponds
nearer the ice edge drain (also, the sea ice itself melts away), leaving ponds only on thicker, less permeable ice (compare Fig. 2).
These remaining ponds take longer to refreeze because they are
comparatively deep. However, by later in the season, a lid of refrozen ice has formed on top of these ponds, covered in a layer of
snow that effectively hides them.
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Fig. 7. Mean daily histograms of CNTL broadband surface albedo for all northern hemisphere grid cells, weighted for ocean fraction using the value 0.06 and plotted for the
15th of each month. Maximum grid cell count is 2515 for 15 April, 1508 for 15 May. The colors indicate the total number of cells containing sea ice for the duration shown in
the legend, or longer, at any time during the simulation.
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Fig. 8. Simulated pond fraction versus depth for (a) CNTL (b) CESM. The lines show a least-squares linear interpolant for each month. Rho quantiﬁes the fraction of variance
explained by the least-squares ﬁt.

The annual cycle of simulated melt pond fraction for the years
1998–2007 is shown in Fig. 4, for comparison with satellite-based
estimates of Rösel et al. (2012). Our melt ponds are slower to appear above the snow in the spring, but they reach maximum coverage at the same time as in the observations, in this hemispheric
average. Rösel et al.’s data show 0.9 on 18 May and 24 August, and
a maximum of about 0.15 around 25 June.
The effect of the spring snow cover is apparent in Fig. 5, which
shows the modeled, actual pond area and the radiatively effective
pond area as a fraction of the ice area for the model grid cells and
times corresponding to the SHEBA ﬁeld experiment in 1998 (Perovich et al., 2002b). Snow does not disappear entirely in the simulation, hence there is some reduction in effective pond area due to
snow throughout the melt season. However, the largest effects occur during spring and fall. In May and early June, melt ponds shallower than the snow layer slowly emerge above it. In autumn,
snow falling on refrozen pond ice blocks solar radiation from penetrating into the ponds and sea ice, thus reducing their radiationeffective area in August and September.
Because we are applying a climatological precipitation data set,
we can not expect the effective area and depth of our melt ponds to
behave exactly as observed. However, the modeled melt pond fractional area prior to snow radiative interference does exhibit some
observed characteristics. For instance, Fig. 6 shows that the ponded
fraction of ice near Barrow AK peaks within the ﬁrst 2 weeks after
forming, corresponding to Stages I and II of Polashenski et al.
(2012): ponds form quickly and are widespread initially, particularly on level ice, then pool into low topographic features and begin
to drain through permeable ice. Without macro channels as described by Polashenski et al. (2012), drainage is not as fast as observed. This model result could be improved by tuning the
parameter dp ; we consider its sensitivity later but leave detailed
tuning for future work. Polashenski et al. (2012) state that in Stage
III, pond coverage ‘‘increases steadily, often to its seasonal maximum’’ through changes in ice freeboard due to ice melting. While
our simulated ponds do exhibit this second, slower maximum, it is
associated more with continuing snow melt than adjustments in
the sea ice freeboard. Sea ice topographic changes (due to ridging
or ice melting completely) will cause the pond area to decrease
in the model; only advection and the addition of melt water can increase simulated pond coverage. Neither ﬂooding through permeable ice nor a water table residing in saturated sea ice below sea
level (as modeled by Skyllingstad et al., 2009) have been imple-

mented here. During Stage IV, the upper surfaces of ponds refreeze.
As in the observations, this can (and does) occur at any time during
the melt season, and snow on top of the pond ice increases the
albedo.
Our simulations not only capture the essential characteristics of
pond evolution, they also show a great deal of variability from year
to year (Figs. 5 and 6), in spite of climatological precipitation and
radiation forcing data. This behavior indicates that although the
amount of precipitation is critical for pond volume and area, particularly in the spring and fall seasons, other physical variables that
affect sea ice evolution contribute to interannual variations of melt
pond processes. In the present runs, only air temperature,1 humidity and the two wind components vary interannually, and therefore
all variability seen here is due to the interaction of these four ﬁelds
with sea ice feedback processes, particularly albedo.
Broadband albedo distributions are provided in Fig. 7, for comparison with Agarwal et al. (2011). The albedos presented here and
in Agarwal et al. (2011) differ somewhat in how they are deﬁned
and accumulated or averaged. In particular, Agarwal et al. (2011)
use retrievals taken daily at 1400 h, which have been normalized
with respect to solar zenith angle and converted to a clear sky surface broadband albedo. Our model albedos include the effect of solar zenith angle in daily averages when the sun is above the
horizon, and when it is below the horizon, albedo is not computed;
these zero values are not included in the time averages. Lower zenith angles will tend to increase the mean albedo value because of
its cosine dependence, especially for ponded ice (Briegleb and
Light, 2007). Clouds will further increase the mean albedo value
(Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). In the present conﬁguration, a
cloud cover climatology is applied for longwave radiation calculations, but for shortwave radiation, cloud effects are approximated
via a partitioning of downwelling shortwave radiation into direct
and diffuse components (Hunke and Lipscomb, 2010). In coupled
conﬁgurations, an active atmospheric model component can supply computed direct and diffuse radiation components to the sea
ice model for use in the radiation scheme. The present model employs a delta-Eddington approximation for multiple scattering
(Briegleb and Light, 2007) radiative effects.
We ﬁnd that the overall distributions of mid-month albedos
resemble those of Agarwal et al. (2011), except that our simulations show a greater prevalence of high values associated with
snow. In addition to the differences in deﬁnition noted above, this
bias also reﬂects excess snow in the model. Furthermore,
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Fig. 10. Seasonal cycle of mean sea ice thickness for 1988–1997 and 1998–2007.

Wiscombe and Warren (1980) found that snow albedos are too
high when calculated using a delta-Eddington approximation unless highly absorbing particles such as soot are included, particularly in visible wavelength bands (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980).
Although aerosols have been included in one version of CICE
(Holland et al., 2012), they are not active in the runs reported here.
Therefore our snow albedos assume high values and contribute to
the higher-than-observed ice areas evident in Fig. 1.
The strong peaks in April and May in Fig. 7 are associated with
snow, and the distributions display the sharp decay toward higher
values and long tail toward lower values seen in the observations.
By June, the distribution has widened, with a primary peak at 0.7
(melting snow) and a secondary peak around 0.45, reﬂecting the
inﬂuence of melt ponds; in Agarwal et al. (2011) this secondary
peak appears at an albedo of approximately 0.55. The shift toward
lower albedos continues in July, especially for ice in regions with
smaller temporal coverage. In August and September the distribution shifts toward higher albedos as the ponds experience freeze-

up, and by mid-September the high-albedo snow peak is evident
once again. As in the data, we can distinguish the different time
thresholds in all months. Threshold years are chosen as in Agarwal
et al. (2011), to which we have added the full 28-year distribution
available from the model. Grid cells with sea ice of shorter duration
tend to exhibit much lower albedo than those containing ice more
often, reﬂecting a larger fraction of ocean albedo (0.06 here) as well
as differing ice properties (thickness, age, snow cover) characteristic of these regions.
4.2. Sensitivities
We conduct a number of runs to test the sensitivity of the model to parameters in the melt pond scheme, as listed in Table 1.
Aspect ratio. The ﬁrst of these runs tests the effect of our assumed shape for changes in pond volume, dp . In the control simulation, this parameter takes the value 0.8, following Holland et al.
(2012) but the deﬁnition differs: in CESM, the entire pond volume
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Fig. 11. July 1998–2007 mean effective pond area, as a fraction of ice area, for the control and ﬁve sensitivity simulations.

Fig. 12. Level ice fraction of ice area for CNTL and PERM.

V p is initialized with this ratio of depth to area fraction at the
beginning of each time step, and then other processes may alter
it. In our runs, this ratio is used only for changes in pond volume,
DV; a shape is not imposed on existing pond volume. Thus, pond
area and depth is more highly constrained in the CESM scheme
than in the present melt pond parameterization, as seen in Fig. 8.
Both schemes exhibit large area fractions and shallow depths early

in the melt season, with increasing depths relative to pond area
through July. In August and September our ponds continue to deepen relative to pond area, while in CESM they start to become more
shallow. This difference is associated with a mechanism imposed
in CESM that limits pond depth to 90% of the ice thickness.
Fig. 8 also shows that in our parameterization the largest pond
area coverage appears in June and July, while the deepest ponds
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occur in July and August. Altering the shape of DV does not make a
large difference to the simulations, although taller ponds (dp ¼ 1:2,
TALL) achieve pond fractions slightly closer to observations at four
Arctic sites that were monitored during 1999–2001 (Fetterer et al.,
2008), as indicated in Fig. 9. Shallower ponds (dp ¼ 0:4, FLAT) cover
more area and worsen the comparison. Altering the shape of DV
does not make a signiﬁcant difference to the total ice area and
thickness in either case (compare CNTL and TALL in Fig. 10), because there is little change to the effective pond area (Fig. 11(a)
and (b)), which is governed primarily by the inﬁltration scheme.
Initial runoff. Changing the parameter that controls the amount
of meltwater allowed to run off of the ice, versus being accumulated in melt ponds, also creates only small differences in the simulations. Allowing less meltwater to run off (RFFDN) increases the
pond volume and leads to slightly less ice and snow overall (not
shown), even though in this test we are keeping all of the meltwater that would otherwise run off. Having a greater volume of pond
water increases the drainage rate through permeable ice, somewhat compensating for the lack of initial runoff. Likewise, increasing the meltwater runoff (RFFUP) decreases the pond volume and
leads to slightly more ice and snow. In both cases, there is less of
a difference earlier in the season when the ice area fraction is close

to 1 and both cases have runoff close to 0. The change in both cases
is small.
Permeability and the level ice response. By far, the strongest effects are achieved by turning entire processes off in the parameterization. For example, if the sea ice is made impermeable by setting
dp ¼ 0 (PERM), then ponds can not drain through the ice and they
cover a much larger area (Fig. 11). This effect is apparent especially
on thinner ice that would tend to become more permeable and also
is less ridged. This leads to thinner ice overall (Fig. 10), less snow
and smaller sea ice concentrations, particularly in the summer.
Interestingly, the change in sea ice permeability also leads to
more level ice, i.e., less ridging, as shown in Fig. 12. In the mechanical redistribution parameterization used in CICE, the redistribution of ice of a given thickness into a ridged ice thickness
distribution depends on the thickness of the ice being ridged (Hunke, 2010, Fig. 1). If the deforming ice is thinner to begin with, then
either the resulting deformed ice of a given thickness does not cover as large an area, or the newly ridged ice area has a smaller mean
thickness, or both. The ﬁrst case is consistent with the idea that at
some point, the ice becomes so thick that it crumbles at the edges
rather than piling up higher; thus thicker ice can make lower,
broader ridges than thinner ice. In the second case, thinner

Fig. 13. July 1988–1997 mean ice area fraction, thickness, snow depth and pond depth from the control simulation, for comparison with Fig. 2.
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undeformed ice does not pile up as much under the same convergent forcing ﬁeld as thicker ice.
These simulations indicate a feedback in the level ice response
that has not been described before, to our knowledge. Decreasing
ice thickness leads to less ridged ice area, with more level ice
remaining undeformed. This ice is thinner overall, which in turn
leads to less ridging, more pond coverage, and a greater fraction
of thinner ice. Note that unlike the ice–ocean albedo feedback, this
process does not work as well in the other direction for thickening
ice, because ridges stop thickening and the ice forms a rubble ﬁeld
when exceptionally thick (Hopkins, 1998).
Snow inﬁltration. Turning off snow inﬁltration processes (INFL)
has the biggest effect of all these tests. Without hiding the ponds
under the snow, the radiative effects of the ponds are much greater, the snow melts completely and the ice volume is much less
(Fig. 10). The pond cycle shifts earlier, so that there is more pond
area in June and less in August through October (not shown). Without snow present in July, the pond spatial pattern exhibits more
ponds in the central Arctic (Fig. 11), and the level ice area increases
for the same reason as in PERM.
Because the model is so sensitive to snow inﬁltration, we tested
the snow saturation parameter, which determines when a pond
begins to form from collecting melt water. Larger values of r sat
mean that more water is required to saturate the snow before
ponds begin to form, and thus we ignore the radiative impact of
the ponds for a longer period during the beginning of the melt season. With rsat ¼ 0 (RP0), The snow is assumed to be saturated at all
times and ponds may become radiatively effective immediately.
We also tested r sat ¼ 0:3 (RP03), and our tests indicate that this
parameter makes very little difference to the simulation.
Snow density will affect the inﬁltration process, but extricating
its effects on that process alone is difﬁcult due to the many other
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effects of snow density in the sea ice model, which is very sensitive
to both ice and snow density (Kim et al., 2006). In this pond parameterization, we expect that making the snow less dense would
cause the inﬁltrating ponds to appear later above the snow surface,
thus decreasing their radiative effects and ultimately increasing
snow and ice volume.
Snow also limits radiation reaching ponds that have a refrozen
lid. Changing the patchy snow parameter hs1 from 0.03 m to 0.1 m
(HS1) allows radiation to pass into the ponds for snow depths up to
10 cm, instead of blocking all radiation at 3 cm depths. The effective pond area, however, is quite similar to that in CNTL for most
of the meltpond season because snow depths on the refrozen lids
generally are small, and therefore the overall simulations are similar (not shown). Also, the transition from 0 to hs1 is linear, so that
the largest potential differences in radiation arise for snow depths
close to hs1 . Smaller values of hs1 will more effectively alter the
radiation budget in the underlying ponds and sea ice by decreasing
the snow depth at which all radiation is blocked. Thus,
hs1 ¼ 0:01 m leads to more snow, lower effective pond area, and
thicker ice (Fig. 10), an effect ampliﬁed through an albedo feedback
mechanism. Therefore hs1 could be considered a means for tuning
the surface albedo. However, its usefulness is limited because very
small values of hs1 cause the numerical model to fail to converge,
due to sudden changes in incoming radiation when the snow melts
completely (this is the primary reason for having this parameter),
while larger values do not alter the results appreciably.
Interannually varying precipitation. For this test, we used the
CORE interannual precipitation data for 1980–2007. In the hemispheric average over sea ice north of 60N, the CORE precipitation
for these years is approximately 0.08 cm/day less than the CORE
‘‘normal year’’ climatology used for the other simulations. Less
snow on the ice in the variable precipitation case results in a larger

Fig. 14. July 1988–1997 mean effective pond area, as a fraction of ice area, for comparison with Fig. 11.
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Fig. 15. Level ice fraction of ice area for CNTL and PERM, for comparison with Fig. 12.

effective pond area (Fig. 11) and thinner ice, but the sea ice concentration is essentially the same (not shown). Often, less snowfall in
sea ice simulations results in thicker ice because the snow’s insulating effect is reduced, allowing greater heat conduction and ice
growth. In the present run, we suspect that this insulating effect
is offset by increased radiation reaching the ice through ponds
and melting it, such that we end up with slightly thinner ice than
in the climatological precipitation run.

thins, the ridged ice area fraction decreases, leaving more level
ice, which is thinner and can melt faster. Melt ponds can enhance
this feedback because they spread out more on level ice than on
ridged ice, thus increasing solar heating and further melting of
the ice.

4.3. Interdecadal differences

While an exhaustive comparison of this new meltpond scheme
with the existing schemes of Holland et al. (2012) and Flocco et al.
(2012) is beyond the scope of this paper, we can still comment on
certain aspects of these parameterizations. For example, Fig. 10
shows that the sea ice thickness is similar in the CESM and CNTL
runs. CESM ponds are much more extensive than CNTL during July
and August, but in the central Arctic their effective area is less
(Figs. 11 and 14), indicating that the mechanisms imposed on
CESM melt ponds (shape, maximum pond depth dependent on
ice thickness, shadowing melt ponds under more than 3 cm of
snow) are more efﬁcient at limiting pond radiative effects than
the snow inﬁltration and pond drainage through permeable ice
modeled in CNTL. Differences are magniﬁed through the ice-albedo
feedback, contributing to larger melt ponds in the CESM run. However, the exponential refreezing formula used for CESM is stronger
than the Stefan growth condition used for CNTL (Eq. (7)), so that
the effective pond area fraction in September is similar in the
two runs. In spite of these signiﬁcant differences in approach, the
CESM and CNTL simulations of ice area and thickness are similar
overall.
The primary difference between the present meltpond parameterization and that of Flocco et al. (2012) lies in how sea ice topography is taken into account when determining the areal coverage
of ponds. Because Flocco et al. (2012) allow ponds to pool on the
thinnest categories within a grid cell, draining melt water from
thicker categories, their scheme is highly sensitive to changes in
the thickness distribution discretization, particularly when
increasing the number of categories. We expect our scheme to be
less sensitive to the number of categories, although changes in
the ice thickness distribution will have an impact because our
meltpond parameterization depends closely on the simulation of
deformed and level ice, which itself depends on the ice thickness
distribution. We plan a thorough comparison of the level-ice and

Figs. 13 and 14 provide mean 1988–1997 ﬁelds for the control
and sensitivity simulations discussed above, for comparison with
1998–2007 ﬁelds shown in Figs. 2 and 11. In all simulations we
see that the ice fractional area, thickness and snow depth has decreased in the later decade, compared with the previous decade,
while pond depth increased. Fig. 10 shows that the mean thickness
over the Arctic decreased by about 0.3 m (slightly less in winter), in
CNTL. Moreover, the maximum ice area shifts from April, on average in the decade 1988–1997, to March in 1998–2007, indicating a
shorter sea ice growing season (not shown).
Snow melts more quickly in the later years, as is evident in
Figs. 2 and 13, causing the maximum pond area to occur earlier
(July in 1988–1997 and June in 1998–2007). Since the precipitation
data is climatological for this case (CNTL), this difference is due to
melting rates after the snow falls, including enhancement through
albedo feedback. Comparing Fig. 14 with Fig. 11, it is clear that
effective pond area in July 1998–2007 is larger in central areas
(where the snowpack has not melted) for all runs except INFL. In
this case, snow remaining on the sea ice does not affect the melt
pond area radiatively; the effective pond area is smaller in the later
decade because the ponds themselves are smaller, due to greater
drainage rates. This case illustrates the delicate balance between
precipitation amount, melt rates, pond volume, and snow inﬁltration processes in the model. Careful measurement of this balance
in the physical system is needed to fully calibrate these
subparameterizations.
Finally, Fig. 15 illustrates the level ice response in the model in
the earlier years. The level ice area fraction increases as the ice
thickness decreases in both CNTL and PERM, demonstrating that
this feedback mechanism is active within each of these runs, in
addition to being apparent in run comparisons. That is, as the ice
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Flocco et al. (2012) schemes, especially their dependence on modeled topography, for future investigation.
In this paper we have presented a parameterization of melt
ponds carried as tracers on the simulated level ice area fraction.
Physical descriptions of pond processes have been incorporated,
including inﬁltration of melt water in snow, drainage through permeable ice, and pond refreezing. Snow in particular affects the
radiative properties of the ponds, sometimes hiding them completely in both spring and fall. Melt ponds ﬁrst appear at southerly
latitudes in spring, moving north as the melt season progresses.
Thinner ice tends to be more permeable than thicker ice, and therefore pond drainage is more evident on thinner ice. Because of variations in topography, we ﬁnd deeper ponds on thicker, more
deformed ice, and these are the last to freeze over in autumn. Ice
on top of refrozen ponds can collect snow, thus preventing solar
radiation from being absorbed below; this effect is most pronounced near the end of the summer but is present earlier in the
season.
Our simulated melt ponds exhibit the four stages of pond evolution as outlined by Polashenski et al. (2012), following Eicken
et al. (2002), although the increase of pond area in Stage III in
the model is due to continuing snow and ice melt rather than direct connection with seawater through macroscopic ﬂaws in the
ice. Ponds deepen throughout the season, while their areal coverage ﬁrst spikes then gradually increases until fall refreezing again
shrinks them to nothing. Since the ponds are only radiatively effective in this implementation, the refrozen pond ice is not aggregated
with the remaining sea ice in the fall; in a coupled system requiring
mass and energy conservation, it would be treated the same way as
the rest of the melt water (i.e., passed to the ocean).
Except when entire subprocesses are omitted, our simulations
are not highly sensitive to most parameters in the meltpond
scheme, with the exception of the parameter that controls when
ponds are visible underneath snow on refrozen pond ice (hs1 ). Processes associated with the snow (e.g., inﬁltration, precipitation) are
most important for the meltpond simulation because they control
the timing of the pond seasonal cycle, and therefore the mass balance of the sea ice. With the exception of INFL, the spatial patterns
of sea ice area, thickness, snow and pond characteristics are similar
across all simulations, including the CESM test using an entirely
different meltpond parameterization. Sea ice thickness (and thus
volume) varies among the runs, but its spatial distribution does
not except near the ice edge, where ice may be missing in some
runs and very thin in others.
Although they utilize a great deal of climatological forcing, the
CICE simulations presented here resemble reality. Ice area and
thickness both decrease in time, with more substantial losses in
ice volume during the last decade of the run. Interannual variability is signiﬁcant throughout the simulations, driven by the four
non-climatological forcing ﬁelds: air temperature, humidity and
the two components of wind velocity. Feedback processes are
important for strengthening the variability. Although it was not
discussed here, the model incorporates a thermodynamic (slab)
ocean mixed layer, and the computed effect of ice–ocean albedo
feedback on sea surface temperature is critical. Other feedback
processes also contribute, including the ice-albedo feedback
(changing ice surface characteristics enhance or reduce melting)
and a level-ice-pond mechanism in which thinning ice has more level surface area available to be covered in ponds, enhancing
thinning.
We also identiﬁed compensating effects that tend to maintain
the sea ice status quo. First, with less snow insulating the ice (in
the more recent decade), we would expect greater conduction
and sea ice growth in winter, but increased radiation penetrating
the ice slows growth and/or enhances summer melting. The second
compensating effect applies to meltponds: increased melting
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should increase pond volume, but greater permeability in warmer,
melting ice allows greater pond drainage.
The complexity of sea ice surface processes, and melt ponds in
particular, require detailed measurements to unravel. At the same
time, basin-wide observations of melt pond characteristics are
needed for evaluation of large-scale modeling techniques such as
ours. We commend those researchers involved in this in situ and
remote sensing ﬁeldwork, which is now yielding the wealth of
enlightening observations necessary for detailed model
development.
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